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8 starsanother coming of age story. kind of. also a movie about a traumatized
veteran father who tries to fight his demons and raise his teenager daughter by

living alone in the woods until the state crosses their path. it's a pretty good drama,
which gives you a hint into the psyche of people you won't met very often in your
normal life. a great and bold movie, that feels very real! - jay (germany) the first
time i watched this movie i was so traumatised that i couldn't sleep for the whole
night..i saw the scene when the tiger was about to eat that lion. and i screamed!!
the only reason i am able to watch this movie, is because the rating in malaysia is

"18", and i have only watched this movie when i was 13 years old! - kuya seri
(malaysia) i loved this movie! it is a fun, funny, touching and very memorable

movie. the chemistry between the three leads is really great and you get to see a
very unique story unfold. the young girl was a beautiful & talented actress that gave

her character life. the movie was definitely quite moving. i would definitely
recommend this movie to everyone. i hope it will be able to reach more people like
what happened with 'titanic'. - sandra (philippines) it makes you remember some of
the best moments of your childhood with the old man who is playing the role of your

grandfather. the old man is so good at playing the role, that we forget that this is
just a scene and when he begins to tell us about his childhood, how he used to play

in the village with his sister and friends, he makes you believe that this is your
grandfather's life. the movie is quite short and it ends in a quite unexpected way,
but at the same time you feel that the movie had something to do with the bigger

world outside and how it can affect us too. - kiran (india)
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i've been a fan of this movie for a long time. to be quite honest, i was not too keen on reading the
book till i read that the film was being made. and once i read the book, i knew that i needed to see

the movie for the story to make sense and to understand what mary kom has been through. the
movie has stood the test of time, and i see it frequently because i still love it. - anjali (india) mary

kom is a super cool chick. i liked the movie, and the more i know about mary kom and what she has
gone through, the more i think that what she has been through is admirable. i'm guessing that

everyone who has known mary kom has had a similar story, or at least has a similar experience. 8
starsa really interesting movie about a young girl living in a remotest part of india who is plucked out
of her village to spend 6 months in the city as the concubine to a rich indian businessman. she starts

out in the city, but her life gets turned upside down when she has to return to the village and her
family. 8 starsa really good coming of age movie about a girl who is sent off to an arranged

marriage, but manages to escape and end up in the us. she is married off to a millionaire oil tycoon,
but after a year of hiding and running away from home, she returns to her family and returns to her
roots. 8 starsa really interesting movie about a young girl who is sent off to an arranged marriage,

but manages to escape and end up in the us. she is married off to a millionaire oil tycoon, but after a
year of hiding and running away from home, she returns to her family and returns to her roots.
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